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September 21, 1987 R.O. WILLIAMS, JR.
Fort St. Vrain VICE PRESIDENT

Unit No. 1 NUCLEAR OPERATIONS

P-37327

U. S. Nuclect Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Docum.3nt Control Desk
Washington J.C. 20555

Attention: Mr. Jose A. Calvo
Director, Project Directorate IV

Docket No. 50-267 I

|

SUBJECT: Commitment Summary Resulting
1

From Circulator C-2101 Damage

REFERENCE: Licensee Event Report 87-018,
dated 8/28/87 (P-87300)

Dear Mr. Calvo:

This letter summarizes Public Service Company of Colorado's (PSC)
commitments to support continued operation of Fort St. Vrain (FSV),
in light of the recently obse: ved damage in helium circulatcr C-2101
(see referenced LER). These commitments and a description of the I

)damage were discussed with the NRC during a meeting on
September 11, 1987. j

Until PSC has completed its evaluation of the damage in circulator C-
2101 and until the corrective actions have been implemented, PSC
commits to restrict FSV operation as follows:

1. Prior to exceeding 30 percent power, PSC will have demonstrated
that all four installed helium circulators can perform their
required safety f u n c t i o'; , . Safe shutdown cooling capability of
each circulator will have baen demonstrated by restarting after a
90 minute shutdown and providing the equivalent of 3.8 percent
primary coolant flow, while driving the Pelton wheels with
simulated boosted firewater. (If the lower pressure unboosted
condensate provides sufficient flow, this may be used to

demonstrate boosted firewater capability.) Appendix R cooling
capability will have been similarly demonstrated, using
condensate Pelton wheel supply for Train A and simulated boosted
firewater (or unboosted condensate) for Train B. Depressurized
cooling capability will have been demonstrated by verifying shaft
wobble less than an equivalent of 0.5 mils at 8000 rpm; since the
lower pressure water turbine drive tests verify flow and speed
characteristics, verifying the stability of the machine assures
acceptable performance. The operability of helium circulator
auxiliaries will be maintained per current Technical
Specification requirements. I62 1
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2. If another helium circulator is found to have failures similar to
C-2101, the reactor will not be operated until corrective actions
are completed.

3. PSC -will not operate FSV at power levels above 35 percent unless
all four circulators are operating. After. a circulator trip,
power will be reduced to- less than 35 percent in an orderly
manner, within 24 hours, until the reason for the circulator trip
is determined, any corrective actions are completed, and the
circulator is returned to operation.

4. PSC will implement an enhanced monitoring program that will
support circulator performance trend analysis. This program will
monitor various' performance indicators such as shaft wobble,
bearing cartridge differential pressure, and self -turbining
capability. In the interim period until an improved wobble
monitoring system is available, PSC will use oscilloscopes -to.
monitor wobble daily or after unplanned speed changes. This-
interim wobble instrumentation is currently installed.

In addition to the above operating restrictions, PSC commits to the
following actions:

1. PSC will continue to investigate the failures observed on
circulator C-2101 and will provide a final engineering evaluation
by January 8,1988. This evaluation will identify all corrective
actions that PSC considers appropriate and will provide a' plan
and schedule for their implementation. A meeting with the NRC
will be scheduled to discuss the proposed actions.

2. PSC will propose a change to Technical Specification SR 5.2.18,
to include an enhanced circulator inservice inspection program.
This program will be based on the results of the above
engineering evaluation.

3, PSC will implement the corrective actions identified in the above
.

! engineering. evaluation, on all circulators. Material
replacements will be performed as soon as the materials and a i

refurbished spare circulator are available, approximately the
spring of 1988. Other actions will be implemented in accordance
with an agreed schedule.
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PSC believes that these actions support continued operation of FSV
and that they are consistent with the discussions on September 11,
1987. If you have any questions concerning this summary, please
contact Mr. M. H. Holmes at (303) 480-6960.

Very truly yours,

R. O. Williams, Jr.

Vice President
Nuclear Operations

R0W/SWC/sem

cc: Regional Administrator, Region IV
Attention: Mr. J. E. Gagliardo, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch

Mr. R. E. Farrell
Senior Resident Inspector
Fort St. Vrain
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